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The Elements:
The weather lately can make a farmer’s head spin. That “atmospheric
river” that occurred early in rainy season led us to hope this multiyear drought might end. But then we had the driest first quarter on
record, dashing our hopes. Yet April brought a series of unexpectedly
robust storms. Then, on April 11, we had a hard freeze that caused a
lot of damage to vineyards in the Shenandoah Valley, especially to
growers who’d pruned early (which seems to accelerate awakening
the vines from dormancy) or had varietals that tend to leaf out early
(as most white wine and
table grapes do).

Our Winter Rainfall
September
0.46”
October
16.20”
November
1.05”
December
11.75”
January
0.62”
February
0.10”
March
0.75”
April (to 4/20) 3.30”

Fortunately, our damage was limited. All of our ten
Alicante Bouchet vines, which tend to leaf out early,
lost their leaves and canes. The vines will pull through,
but won’t have any crop this year. Thankfully, we only
have ten of those bad boys out of our 1,250 vines, so
no big loss there. The freeze also affected most of our
table grapes, figs, and walnut trees--but all in all, it
could have been much worse.
Fortunately, our Zinfandel is slower
to leaf out and we pruned it late (in
mid-March as usual) so most of our
vines avoided catastrophe. Olives can
be damaged by freezing temperatures, but the trees themselves are
pretty hardy. They hadn’t flowered
yet, so were not bothered by the cold
snap.
Despite the weather weirdness,
spring unfolded in the typical breathtaking way here. Our vineyard had a
bodacious cover crop that grew very
well. Spring blossoms kept unfolding
in waves, no matter what humans
were up to on this planet. The
sunsets were pretty cool, too.

Animal Fever:
One spring day, Mara saw sheep and lambs grazing on our next door neighbors’ pasture. She
immediately thanked the neighbors for getting a flock of sheep, because somehow, merely gazing
on these creatures made her feel happy--cheapest post-pandemic therapy imaginable. But the
neighbors said those were not their sheep. They enjoyed them, too, but figured the sheep would
get hungry and go home for dinner at some point. It turned out those sheep had broken through
a fence and gone on an adventure. But Mara was smitten and started asking around to see if
anyone had a flock in need of some grassy pasture, despite the fact that downed trees had taken
out a hundred-foot stretch of our fencing this winter.
We heard about a man looking for weed whacking
work. We hired him, and he noticed we had five or six
almost-fenced acres of grass we were paying him to
trim—and he happened to have a tribe of goats (with
half a dozen sheep and a Great Pyrenees guard dog
thrown in) that he needed to move ASAP. He agreed to
goat-proof our fencing in exchange for moving the flock
here. YES! This is what a win-win looks like. He gets
free pasture for his flock; Mara gets to feel like a shepherdess and even
get her hands in fur daily (the guard dog, named Beethoven, is a big
love bug). No matter that the baby goats try to eat her jeans and the
lambs want to chew her boots. She finds the sound of goat bells tinkling
and babies bleating meditational. We know these creatures can be
curious and creative, so we do worry about them escaping to chomp on
our vines or garden veggies. But so far, so good.

Beethoven with Flock

New Releases:
We are very excited to have four new wines to introduce this spring—two whites, a rosé, and a
new vintage of our estate-grown Zinfandel. (We think all of our currently-available Zins are
tasting great right now). The rosé is crisp and delicious, a pale salmon-colored wine made from
Barbera we purchased from our favorite Shenandoah Valley grower. The new whites are an
Albariño and a Picpoul Blanc. See order form for a special offer on our new releases—a four-pack,
so you can sample all four if you want to. Happy Spring, everyone!

What the heck is Picpoul?

And what about Albariño?

Picpoul (pronounced peek-pool) Blanc is a
white Rhone grape varietal grown mostly in
the Languedoc AOC in southern France. We
were fortunate to find a source in the
Clements Hills AVA near Lodi. The wine has a
pale straw color and aromas of lemon and
pear. It has crisp acidity, with notes of
lemon, lime, and stone fruit. In France,
Picpoul is famously paired with oysters, but
we enjoy it with almost any fish or shellfish.

Albariño (alba-reen-yo) is a white grape
native to the Atlantic coast of Portugal and
Spain, grown mostly in Galicia. This wellbalanced wine is a golden straw color with
aromas of stone fruit and citrus. It has bright
acidity with flavors of stonefruit and almond
and a subtle minerality. Albariño is a perfect
summer white wine that pairs well with a
variety of foods--seafood, chicken, Caesar
salad, and cheeses like manchego and feta.

